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DE GRUYTER OPEN
Combining Data Analytics with Team Feedback to Improve
the Estimation Process in Agile Software Development
Antonio Vetro` ∗, Rupert Du¨rre †, Marco Conoscenti ‡
Daniel Me´ndez Ferna´ndez §, Magne Jørgensen ¶
Abstract. We apply a mixed research method to improve the user stories es-
timation process in a German company following agile software development. We
combine software project data analytics with elicitation of teams’ feedback, identify
root causes for wrong estimates and propose an improved version of the estimation
process. Three major changes are adopted in the new process: a shorter non numer-
ical scale for story points, an analogy-based estimation process, and retrospectives
analyses on the accuracy of previous sprints estimates. The new estimation process
is applied on a new project, and an improvement of estimates accuracy from 10% to
45% is observed.
Keywords: Agile estimation, data analytics, process improvement
1. Introduction and motivations
Software process improvement [8] refers to the set of activities that aim to improve the
processes, tools and activities of software development and make the whole software
project more successful. Project planning is a critical activity for software develop-
ment, being studied in the scientific literature as a key aspect for the success of a
software project (e.g., see [12], [19], [4], [14]), also in agile software development
(e.g., [20]). In Scrum, for example, it is very important to make accurate effort
estimation in the sprint planning phase [2]: in fact, the estimation of user stories 1
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1A user story is a small, independent feature that deliver value [11]
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are then used throughout the Scrum process, from selection of the user stories un-
til updating the burn-down chart. User stories estimates can incur in two types of
erroneous predictions: overestimation, where the estimated effort is higher than the
actual effort needed, and underestimations, where the estimation is lower than the
actual work needed. The impact of overestimation could be different depending on
the type [13, p. 1]: for example, overestimations might lead to a reduced productivity
rate [15], since the development team expands “the work so as to fill the time avail-
able for its completion” [16]. Furthermore, overestimations may result in the belief
that the development of a feature or a product in general is not beneficial and, as a
consequence, it will be erroneously rejected. Another risk of overestimations is that
new opportunities to undertake new projects might be overlooked due to the belief
that there is no capacity available. [13, p. 1]. Whereas accurate estimates may in-
crease the productivity, large underestimations cause a lower quality of the product
due to the resulting time pressure. [9, p. 27]. Moreover, underestimations might have
detrimental effects on the project management, e.g. a wrong plan of the staffing of a
development team or a wrong allocation of resources. These effects are often hard to
handle: for example it takes time and education to render the added staff beneficial
and productive [13, p. 1].
In this work we aim at contributing to the understanding of causes of wrong es-
timates in agile software development, and tested an improvement proposal targeted
to a German software company which develops web applications with agile method-
ologies: the improvement methodology was based on software project data analytics
and project team feedback. We collected quantitative information from the estima-
tion process in four development projects, we analyzed them and involved the project
teams in the interpretation of analysis results: we elicited explanations in meetings
in which the quantitative results were visually summarized to them. The collected
feedback allowed us a deep understanding of the causes of wrong estimates and, on
the base of this knowledge, to propose three major changes in the estimation process:
the use of a shorter and non-numerical scale for story points; an analogy-based mech-
anism for estimating new user stories; the introduction of retrospective meetings for
retrieving lessons learned from the analysis of estimates accuracy in previous sprints.
The new estimation process was applied on a fifth project, and we could observe an
improvement of estimates accuracy from 10% to 45% with respect to the previous
four analyzed projects.
Our main contribution is an improvement methodology to study estimation issues
in agile software development projects. We also provide -on an online appendix- a
project characterization schema that should serve as a guide for replications of this
study in other contexts.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: we enunciate our study goal
and research questions in Section 2, followed by metrics and measurement method-
ology in Section 3 and context description in Section 4. Then we report results in
Section 5 and discuss them in Section 6. The new estimation process is introduced in
Section 7, the results of tis applications reported in Section 8 and discussed in Section
9. We conclude the paper with the analysis of the study limitations and indication of
further work in Section 10. We conclude with a short summary (Section 11).
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2. Study Goal and Research Questions
The goal of our study is to improve the estimation process in an agile software de-
velopment project. Table 1 shows a structured presentation of the goal according to
the Goal-Question-Metric template [1]. In relation to the goal, we define six research
questions.
Study Goal Object of
Study
Effort estimations
Purpose Improve
Focus estimation process
Stakeholder development teams and products owners
Context Fac-
tors
Software development company developing
web applications with agile methods
Table 1. Structured presentation of the study goal
The first two questions investigates the presence of trends in the estimates over the
course of the projects: if present, trends have a systematic impact on the accuracy of
estimations, that should be taken into account when interpreting the causes of such
errors.
RQ1: Are estimates getting more similar during the projects? This re-
search question investigates whether the range of story points used during the sprints
is similar throughout the course of the project or not. 2.
RQ2: Are estimates getting smaller or bigger during the projects? The
research question investigates whether estimates have a tendency to increase or de-
crease over the course of a project. This could be consequence of the increasing or
decreasing complexity of user stories in the backlog (e.g., bigger user stories in the
beginning, and smaller towards the end), or could reveal a tendency of the team in
systematically underestimating or overestimating user stories with the progress of the
project. Since this question only considers the estimated effort assigned to a user
story and not the actual effort needed for its implementation, the results from this
research question should be interpreted in light of the results of the following RQs,
which involve the actual implementation effort.
The next research questions involve the actual implementation effort of the user
stories, which is necessary to: compute the accuracy of the estimates (RQ3); under-
stand whether the relative value of a story point is constant (RQ4); investigate on
2A special case occur when group dynamics lead people to estimate in the middle to avoid ex-
plaining their estimates (especially the lowest and highest), which is required in planning poker in
case estimates differ consistently: this is a case where group dynamic effects dominate the wish to
be as accurate and independent as possible. However, we only checked against the variance, see the
Section 3
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the ability of the team to improve its estimations during the process (RQ5); identify
the inaccurate estimates (RQ6). Herein we briefly motivate and explain these four
research questions.
RQ3: How accurate are the estimates? We observe the relationship between
the estimated and the actual effort, which should linearly correlate: in fact the defi-
nition of story points states that the implementation time per story point should be
similar between the story point categories, and proportional between different cate-
gories (e.g., a 5-point user story is expected to take only half the time of a 10-point
user story).
RQ4: Does the effort per story point vary over the course of the project?
This research question checks whether the “value” of a story point, i.e. the time
spent for a story point, changes over time. In fact, as SCRUM guidelines show, both
iteration and release planning often use the velocity as a central measurement. The
velocity can be described as the amount of work the development team can complete
within one iteration. For example, a team that has an average velocity of 30 story
points, can develop as many user stories in one iteration as long as the summed
story point values do not exceed 30 story points. However, this approach might be
problematic if the story points in a project are not linear, e.g. if six 5-point user
stories do take much longer than three 10-point user stories.
RQ5: Does the accuracy of estimates improve during the project? In this
research question we investigate whether the performance of the teams in estimating
improve during the project. In fact, continuous improvement is often regarded as
one of the cornerstones of agile software development: for example, Scrum defines a
retrospective meeting in which the team members examine the people, relationships,
processes, and tools in order to identify possible problems and their causes; then the
team looks for a plan to improve the process and their work in general.
RQ6: How many estimates are inaccurate? We identify the wrong estimates
to compute the ratio of inaccurate estimates in each project to discuss them with the
projects teams: correctly detecting the wrong estimates is a necessary step to analyse
them and understand their causes.
3. Metrics definition
Herein we list the metrics used to answer the research questions and briefly explain
them.
RQ1: Are estimates getting more similar during the projects?
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M1 Linear regression
• x=Sprint number
• y=variance/CoV
Explanation. We computed the variance and the coefficient of variation of the
story point estimates of the user stories sprint-wise (we ordered user stories by their
sprint membership). The variance measures the variability from the averagely used
story points and therefore gives an indication of the range of story points used. In
addition to the variance, we compute also the coefficient of variation (CoV), which is
a standardized measure of dispersion of a distribution and is defined as the ratio of
the standard deviation σ to the mean µ. The CoV defines the dispersion of the story
points in a way that does not depend on the variable’s measurement unit as heavily as
the variance does (as an example, for the distributions {1,2,3,5} and {5,8,13,20} the
difference in the variance is 41, while it is 0.05 for the coefficient of variation, despite
a big change in the mean value). CoV has been used for studying performance time
predictions (e.g., [5]) and on judgement-based predictions of performance time [6].
The CoV is independent of the unit in which the measurement has been taken and
can be used for comparison between data sets with widely different means [21]. Finally,
we apply a linear regression in order to combine the calculated values as dependent
variables with the sprints as a measurement of the project progress, as explanatory
variable (in the form CoV (or Var) = a + b*Sprint number).
RQ2: Are estimates getting smaller or bigger during the projects?
M2 Spearman correlation coefficient between the story point value of
all user stories and the sprint number
M3 Linear regression
• x=Sprint number
• y=Story Point
Explanation. With RQ2, we deepen our research of question 1 and observe
whether we can identify a correlation between the story point value of a user story
and the project progress. Similar to RQ1, in RQ2 the user stories are ordered by their
sprint membership and a regression analysis is conducted with the sprint number
as independent variable and the story points as dependent variables. We compute
Spearman correlation coefficient [18, p. 396] . For further analysis of this research
question we create a box plot showing the estimated effort distribution in each sprint.
RQ3: How accurate the estimates are?
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M4 Spearman correlation coefficient [18, p. 396] between the actual and
the estimated effort
M5 (Multiple) linear regression:
• x=Story point categories (estimated effort)
• y=Implementation hours (actual effort)
M6 p-values of the Mann–Whitney U test between the implementation
times per story points of each story point category
Explanation To answer RQ3, we apply three metrics. Firstly, we compute the
Spearman correlation coefficient between the total implementation time and the story
points for all user stories. Secondly, we check whether the relative character of story
points holds in practice. Thirdly, we calculate the multiple linear regression. Finally,
since the definition of story points also states that the implementation time per story
point should be similar between the story point categories, we pairwise compare the
distributions of the implementation time per story points in the different story point
categories by computing pairwise left-sided Mann-Whitney U tests [18, p. 293] to
check whether the actual implementation time of user stories of size i is lower than
the actual implementation time of user stories of size j, given that j > i.
The Mann-Whitney U test is a nonparametric test of the null hypothesis that
two populations are the same against an alternative hypothesis, for example that one
population tends to have larger values than the other. In contrast to comparable
statistical tests like the t-test, the Mann-Whitney U test does not require a special
distribution of the dependent variable in the analysis and can be applied to small
samples. As a result, each Mann-Whitney U test delivers a p-value that can be
interpreted for rejecting or accepting the null hypothesis that two distributions are
the same: to be able to manage also categories with few data points without a too
conservative approach, we apply level of α = 0.10, which is considered strict enough
also when rigor is relaxed in favor of pragmatism [7].
We provide the following example to ease the comprehension of the usage of this
test. Consider user stories of size 3 and of size 5; we use the Mann Whitney test to
check whether implementation times of user stories of size 3 are statistically signifi-
cantly different (we expect lower) from the implementation times of user stories with
size 5. If they are different (test rejected), that implies that the team is properly as-
signing user stories to right story point category; otherwise, if the test is not rejected
(i.e., implementation times of user stories of size 3 are not statistically different from
those of size 5), that means that the story points categories 3 and 5 are in the practice
indistinguishable: the cause could be either estimation error or the use of too similar
categories of story points, that could be merged into one category.
RQ4: Does the effort per story point vary over the course of the project?
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M7 Spearman correlation coefficient [18, p. 396] between the story point
value and the sprint number (once for all user stories & once per story
point category)
M8 (Multiple) linear regression (once for all user stories once per story
point category):
• x=Sprint number
• y=Actual effort per story point
Explanation. For a user story with the identifier US X, the actual effort per
story point is computed as follows:
actEffortPerStoryPointUS X =
totalImplementationTimeUS X
storyPointsUS X
.
We then ordered the stories once again according to their sprint memberships,
computed the Spearman correlation coefficient and applied a multiple linear regres-
sion. This was done once for all user stories to observe the overall tendency, and for
the user stories in each story point category.
RQ5: Does the accuracy of estimates improve during the project?
M9 Spearman correlation coefficient between the estimation accuracy
and the sprint (for under- & overestimated user stories and overall)
M10 (Multiple) linear regression (for under- & overestimated user sto-
ries and overall):
• x=Sprint number
• y=Estimation accuracy
Explanation. Our concrete measure for the estimation bias is the relative error
(RE) of a user story. For example, a story with the identifier US X is calculated as
follows:
REUS X =
EstimatedTimeUS X−ImplementationTimeUS X
ImplementationTimeUS X
.
For example, a user story, that was estimated to take 25 hours and needs 20 hours
to be completed is overestimated by 25%:
REUS X =
25−20
20 =
5
20 = 0.25
Thus, an overestimation by 25% describes that the estimation is 25% higher than
the actual value. This measurement limits underestimations to absolute values be-
tween 0% and 100% by construction: for user stories, where the estimated effort is
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slightly lower than the actual effort, the difference in the nominator tends towards 0,
and so does the overall result. The 100%-border can be understood by taking in con-
sideration, as illustrative example, an estimated effort of 0.1 hours and actual effort
of 10 hours:
REUS X =
0.1−10
10 =
−9.9
10 = −99%. [9]
As the teams estimated user stories only with story points and did not break down
their estimation to a time estimation of the tasks, we had to use a proxy measure for
the estimated time in order to apply the RE. After a preliminary analysis of the data,
we decided to use the the median of the implementation time of all user stories in a
story point category as estimated time of a user story in that category. For example:
the estimate for a 5-story-point user story is the median of the implementation time
of all 5-story-point user stories in that project. Due to this necessary work around,
the results of these research questions can only be considered as a proxy of a classic
estimation error. In addition, as can be noted from the examples, the directional error
is always negative for underestimated user stories and positive for overestimated user
stories.
We computed the Spearman correlation coefficient [18, p. 396] for estimation ac-
curacy over time for under- and overestimations separately. Moreover, we applied a
linear regression for both types of wrong estimates.
RQ6: How many estimates are inaccurate?
M11 Rate of over- and underestimates in a project
M12 RE interval of over- and underestimates
M13 Precision of detected wrong estimates
Explanation. For detecting wrong estimates we computed the accuracy as de-
scribed in RQ5 and applied the following heuristics based on the interquartile rule for
outliers:
1. Calculation of the interquartile range (IQR) for the RE of all user stories
2. Identification of overestimations: A user story US X is an overestimation if
REUS X > Median(REs of user stories with same story points)+IQR∗1.5
3. Identification of underestimations: A user story US X is an underestimation if
REUS X < Median(REs of user stories with same story points)−IQR∗1.5
Due to the approximation of the accuracy measure, we validate the identified
wrong estimates with the product owners.
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4. Study context: company and projects description
The study was conducted at TechDivision, a medium-size 3 company with approxi-
mately 70 employees that develops web applications with agile methodologies. The
company headquarters are in Kolbermoor (South Germany) but there is an office
located in Munich, where most of the projects analysed in this study have been
done. Tech Division’s development is mostly based on two frameworks: TYPO3, a
widely adopted content management systems in German speaking countries [23], and
Magento, a popular content management system for e-commerce websites [17]. The
two technologies can be combined to provide solutions for content-commerce-systems.
Overall, TechDivision has more than 17 years of experience in developing web applica-
tions: they have developed more than 40 Magento projects and 100 TYPO3 projects
and are a certified partner for both frameworks. In 2011, TechDivision switched from
classic to agile project management. At the time of our analysis, the organization was
structured in multiple teams, each including developers, product owners, and Scrum
masters.
For our study, we chose projects which used either Scrum or Scrum variations and
which estimated with Planning Poker using story points in the Fibonacci-like scale 4.
We analysed data from four web application-based development projects: we de-
scribe them through a list of context variables selected from the taxonomy proposed
by Kalus and Kuhrmann [10], to whom we added a few additional variables specific
to agile development. The resulting characterisation schema involves five dimensions:
team, internal development context, team client context, project’s objectives, estima-
tion process.
The product owners filled their respective projects’ characterisation schemas, that
we report in an online Appendix (5, together with additional details on the course of
the projects: we consider this information useful to understand our interpretation of
results and for comparing results of similar future studies.
Herein we briefly summarize the projects with a qualitative description:
• Project 1 was developed by 3 to 7 developers and had a duration of approxi-
mately 1.75 years. With 393 developed user stories and approximately 12,700
hours of tracked work, it is by far the largest project we consider. The goal
of the development was a content-commerce system, i.e. TYPO3 and Magento
were utilized, that had to deal with several neighbouring systems. Overall, it
was rated to be highly complex.
• Project 2 was about the development of a webshop based on Magento. The
development team started with two developers and then reached a constant
number of six developers. The final team remained almost unchanged with only
3According to European Union recommendation 2003/361/EC categorisation schema:
http://goo.gl/eNNVE5
4The Fibonacci sequence consists of numbers that are the summation of the two preceding num-
bers. For example: 0,1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21. In Agile software development, the Fibonacci scale is used
for estimating the relative size of user stories in points
5The appendix is available at: https://researchdata.nexacenter.org/2018fcds/appendix.pdf
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one team member being replaced by another developer. The project took ten
months overall, was about 2,500 hours of work, and developed 62 user stories.
• Project 3 was the development of a customized web application and took over
a year. Altogether 206 user stories were developed and a total of 5,600 hours
of work were tracked. The project used mainly new technologies introduced by
one team member and therefore the team gathered knowledge on the technology
during the development.
• Project 4 was the smallest project in this study and concerned the relaunch of a
TYPO3 website. It covered 47 user stories, took three month, and 1,400 hours
of work. The development team was co-located, consisted of fours developers,
and was constant during the project. Moreover, the developers were familiar
with the technology and have already collaborated on a similar project before.
4.1. Data extraction and preparation
In all projects, JIRA 6 was used for project management. Therefore we were able to
extract all user stories of each project through a JIRA query 7. This query generates
an Excel file containing several information of each user story that was developed
in a specific project. Specifically, for each user story of the project, the information
provided by JIRA is: a unique key identifying the user story; a summary and a
detailed description of the user story; the status of the user story (whether it was
closed or it was still under development); the resolution of the user story (whether it
was fixed or not); the creation time of the user story; the time spent for implementing
the user story; the keys of the sub-tasks constituting the user story, if any; the time
spent for implementing the sub-tasks, if any; the estimated story points; the sprints
which the user story was assigned to. Regarding the implementation time, the JIRA
output provides information about the time spent on the specific JIRA ticket and
the total implementation time spent, a value including the described time spent plus
the time spent on the sub-tasks of the ticket. This information is not automatically
provided by JIRA but explicitly entered by a developer when he performs work on
a user story: for example, if a developer spends five hours on implementing a user
story and another developer spends two hours on testing and integrating it, each
developer logs his effort in the corresponding user story in JIRA. If the development
team identifies sub-tasks for a user story in the sprint planning, these sub-tasks are
generated and linked to the corresponding user story in JIRA. Then the developers
can log their implementation time spent to the tasks more specifically.
We noticed that the total time spent was not correct when a related sub-tasks is
not closed correctly. Therefore, we developed a Java program that calculates the time
6https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
7project = ”projectname” AND type = Story AND (resolution = Done OR resolution = Fixed).
The JIRA output on the sub-tasks is generated by using the following JIRA query: project =
”projectname” AND type in subTaskIssueTypes(). Since the JIRA web interface can not export more
than 1,000 items at once, it might be required to split the query, e.g. by using the “createdDate”
attribute
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spent on the sub-tasks and creates an Excel file that is prepared for further calculation
with R 8, a programming language for statistical computing and graphics.
Finally, a short note is necessary on the ordering of user stories, which was nec-
essary to correctly compute the metrics for RQ1 and RQ2. Since the observed user
stories did not contain the exact estimation date, we decided to order them chronolog-
ically according to their sprint membership. We assume that the estimation of a user
story is made or reviewed promptly prior to its implementation, for example in the
sprint planning meetings. If a user story is assigned to multiple sprints, i.e. if it could
not be completed in one iteration, we concentrate on the first sprint it was assigned
to. This sorting seems to be closer to reality than using other existing information
about the user stories like their creation or resolution dates.
5. Results
Herein we summarize the results in two tables: we provide a qualitative synopsis in
Table 2, while we report the metrics for each research question in Table 3. Each row
is assigned to a project, while the columns contain the following information:
• RQ1: the linear regression formulas obtained using the variance and the coeffi-
cient of variation as dependent variable(M1)
• RQ2: the Spearman correlation coefficient (M2) and the linear regression of
sprint number vs story points (M3)
• RQ3: the Spearman correlation coefficient (M4) and the multiple linear regres-
sion of estimated effort vs actual effort (M5), and the number of distinct story
points categories found by applying pairwise the Mann Whitney U between
groups (M6)
• RQ4: the Spearman correlation coefficient (M7) the multiple linear regression
of sprint number vs actual effort (M8)
• RQ5: the Spearman correlation coefficient (M9) and the regression line accuracy
vs sprint number (M10), both for under and over estimations
• RQ6: the proportion of under and over estimations (M11), the RE range (M12)
for both under and over estimations, and the precision (M13) of detected wrong
estimates from the validation with the product owners.
Together with the regressions correlation formulas, we report also the obtainedR2.
In addition, an asterisk close to the coefficient correlations, signals that the correlation
is significant with p value ≤ 0.05
Given the large amount of data (13 metrics multiplied by 4 projects), we do not
report in this paper all the graphs that we computed and analyzed; however, we
provide an online website9, which also contains the following additional information:
8http://www.r-project.org/
9All results and descriptive statistics are available at https://researchdata.nexacenter.org/2018fcds/
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• RQ1: the relation between the variance/CoV and sprint number is visualised
with a scatter plot including a regression line to give a more detailed overview
of the trend direction. We also provide boxplots of the story points for each
sprint and the mean of the estimated story points in the sprints.
• RQ2: the correlation graphs can be consulted.
• RQ3: additionally we report the correlation between the story point size of a
user story and its implementation time, the box plots also shown in Fig. 1
together with the table of all pairs of Mann Whitney tests computed between
story points categories.
• RQ4: the relation between the implementation time per story point is visualized
with a scatter plot including a regression line to give a more detailed impression
of the trend direction
• RQ5: we report graphs of the regression lines separately for over- and underes-
timations.
• RQ6: in addition to the data displayed in the result Table 3, the online Appendix
shows in details the outlier detection analysis, also per story point category.
Proj RQ1
Estimations
variance
RQ2
Estimations
size
RQ3
Estimation and
actual effort
RQ4
Effort per
story point
RQ5
Accuracy of
estimations
RQ6
Wrong estima-
tions
P1 Decreasing
until a team
turnover,
then in-
creasing
Slightly
decreas-
ing
Almost
quadratic
Costant Improving
(overest.),
constant
(under-
est.)
Very in-
accurate,
especially
over-
P2 Decreasing Decreasing Linear Slightly
increasing
Slightly
decreasing
accuracy
Quite inaccu-
rate
P3 Decreasing Constant Linear Slightly
decreasing
Decreasing
accuracy
Very inaccu-
rate
P4 Decreasing Slightly
decreas-
ing
Quadratic Slightly
increasing
Improving
accuracy
Quite inaccu-
rate
Table 2. Textual synopsis of the analysis results for each research questions
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(c) RQ3 - Project 3
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(d) RQ3 - Project 4
Figure 1. Boxplots of implementation times per story point categories. The dotted
lines show overlapping categories identified with the left side Mann Whitney Test
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6. Discussion
Our interpretation of results are based on the projects contexts and on qualitative
feedback from the product owners of the corresponding projects. Concerning the latter
one, we usually obtained it by bringing the analysis results printout to discussion with
the product owners. For Project 1, the feedback was collected differently: the whole
team participated and the results were continuously displayed on a wall in a common
space, so that each team member was able to add his/her own ideas and observations
at any time: this was intended as a simulation of the approach described in [22]. We
could not apply the same strategy to the other projects because not all team members
were located in Munich: however all product owners were there, so it was possible to
gather their comments. We continue the remainder of the discussion per RQ, with a
final short summary.
RQ1: Are estimates getting more similar during the projects? - RQ2: Are
estimates getting smaller or bigger during the projects? We observed from
RQ1 that the range of story points used got smaller during the course of the projects.
Complimentary information to understand the cause of such variation comes from the
results of RQ2, which showed that the estimated size of user stories slightly decreased
for three projects over the time. In Project 1, the tendency to use less story point
values for estimation was a symptom of a conscientious decision the team made after
some problematic iterations before sprint 22: team members agreed to avoid the esti-
mation of 13 and 20 story point stories, splitting them into smaller stories. However,
this decision was withdrawn due to a change in the development team (∼ 26 sprint)
in the further course of the project: this also explains the increase of the variation
in a later phase that we reported in Table 2. We do not have similar explanations
for the other projects. However when checking descriptive statistics together with
the results from RQ2, we observe that Projects 2 and 4 display a (slightly) negative
correlation between the estimated size of user stories and the project progress: we
know therefore that decrease in the usage of the full range of the story points is due
to a higher usage of smaller stories. However, we do not have evidence, as it was for
project 1, to interpret it as a symptom of a problem in managing large user stories,
or whether this happened simply because the largest stories were at the top of the
product backlog. Additionally, we cannot exclude the possibility that team members
unconsciously focused on less story points categories with the course of the project.
RQ3: How accurate the estimates are? Regarding RQ3 results, the positive
Spearman coefficient (metric M4) confirmed that higher estimates corresponded pro-
portionally to higher implementation times. We remember the reader that the rational
of such a question was to check the relative character of user stories, e.g. a 5-point
user story should take half of the time of a 10-point user story: therefore one would
assume a linear regression line describing the relation between the story points of a
user story and its implementation time. This was true for Projects 2, 3 and partially
for Project 1, while the fourth project showed a quadratic growth in implementation
time: this would mean that, for example, a 10-point user story needs more than twice
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as much time as a 5-point user story. However, the usage of Fibonacci scale would
support also a quadratic relationship, as considered also by a story point analogy de-
scribed by Cohn [3, p. 52] : in that example, each story point value is illustrated as a
glass while the needed effort of a user story is represented by water. A user story may
only be assigned to a story point value if its effort fits into the glass: whenever the
effort of a user story is too big for one bucket, the next bigger story point category has
to be chosen. In case a Fibonacci scale is used, as in the projects analysed, a different
behaviour may occur: in Figure 2, the blue line describes a perfectly linear story point
meaning where a 40-point user story exactly takes twice the effort of a 20-point story,
while the red line indicates a possible story point development according to Cohn’s
analogy. For this reason, we do not consider a slightly super-linear relationship as
symptom of a problem in the estimation process or in the project in general.
Figure 2. Visualization of the “glass” analogy for story points
RQ4 - Does the effort per story point vary over the course of the project?
Concerning RQ4 results, we observed that the general definition of story points as
a relative measurement was not valid for three of the four observed projects as the
value of a story point was not constant in the different story point categories. In
particular, in Projects 2 and 3 the middle-sized user stories (respectively 5 story
points and 8 story points) required more in terms of time, while in Project 4 this
happened for smaller user stories. Thus, it has to be questioned whether a predefined
estimation scale with numerical values is beneficial for following planning activities
in agile projects, e.g. a team might be able to deliver a 8-point user story within
one sprint while the combination of a 3-point and a 5-point user story can not be
completed due to a higher cost per story point in the 5-point category.
RQ5: Does the accuracy of estimates improve during the project? Regard-
ing the capability of the teams to improve in terms of estimation accuracy, we could
observe it only in Project 4 (and only for overestimations in Project1). In Project 1,
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we observed extreme underestimations after sprint 16, which coincides with a change
in the software development process: after sprint 15 the team switched from Scrum to
an approach Kanban-like (but keeping estimations) for a period of two months before
returning to Scrum: thus, we believe that it was the change of approach which has
lead to the wrong estimates. Another finding was that the number of extremely wrong
estimates decreased with a shortened iteration length of one week from sprint 26 on.
What the development team identified as a potential reason for this change was the
possibility of a more detailed sprint planning for one than for two weeks. However,
this did not hold in Project 2 where the iteration length was similarly shortened to
one week. Together with the product owner, we were able to identify potential rea-
sons for the decreasing accuracy in Project 3: after sprint 5 the project was stopped
due to the customer’s dissatisfaction. After a break, all remaining user stories were
estimated more vaguely in order to give the customer an impression of the expected
costs. The project was then resumed with a fixed budget and the assurance of the
desired functionality. Due to the time pressure the assigned estimates where not
re-checked in the following sprints and during the sprint planning meetings the user
stories were handled independently from their estimate. In Project 4, the product
owner identified the team’s learning from complex tasks in the first iterations as a
main reason for the improvement in estimating. The team used to have fixed ap-
pointments and structures for their sprint meetings, including the grooming meeting.
Thus, the approach in Project 4 is the best representation of the targeted continuous
improvement through the inspect-and-adapt approach in Scrum. Comparing this to
the poor results of Project 3, where the team did not have grooming meetings in the
second half of the project, a fixed structure in the meetings seems to be beneficial for
the improvement of estimates in a project.
RQ6: How many estimates are inaccurate? Finally, the results of RQ6 show
that the Projects 1 and 3 not only have the highest rate of wrong estimates (15%),
but also that the estimates are extremely wrong: in Project 1 the RE of the overes-
timations range from 1.75 to 34, i.e. the estimated effort exceeds the actual effort by
a minimum of 175% up to a maximum of 3400%. Project 3 is similar in this regard
as the upper border of the overestimations is 2200% here. Projects 1 and 3 are the
two projects with the greatest number of changes to the software process as both had
a longer break where Scrum was interrupted: while Project 1 interrupted Scrum due
to a process change to Kanban-like process, Project 3 had to be stopped due to prob-
lems in the negotiation with the customer. As explained in RQ5, both interruptions
resulted in problems with the estimation accuracy. Project 4, by contrast, was char-
acterized as the project with the most constant software development process as there
were no interruptions to the project and further regular meetings helped to ensure a
well-maintained product backlog. From the perspective of the product owner, these
established structures were beneficial to the estimation, planning, and the project
success in general. The discussions with the product owners about the validation
of the wrong estimations detected by our heuristic, revealed that underestimations
were often caused by a falsely assumed standard functionality of TYPO3 or Magento,
technical problems, e.g. an inevitable refactoring, and or unnoticed side tasks like
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cross-browser support or intensive testing. In contrast to underestimations, overesti-
mations are often caused by a too high weighting of uncertainties, leading developers
to integrate an actually unnecessary buffer. In these cases the teams discuss multiple
solutions for a user story and then credits the uncertainty of which solution might be
appropriate with a higher overall estimate.
Summary The evidence we collected let us identify a few symptoms of problems:
• the reduction of the number of story points over the course of the projects, with
a tendency to use smaller stories (RQ1, RQ2; all projects);
• not constant value of a story point (RQ4; projects 2,3,4)
• a degradation of the accuracy of estimations, with very large errors (RQ5, RQ6;
projects 1,2,3).
Therefore, according to our interpretation of results and the feedback collected
from the team members, and excluding external factors (e.g., team changes due to
leaves), we derived the following explanations:
• E1 Too many items in the estimation scale are not distinguishable by team
members
• E2 The usage of a numerical scale is misleading
• E3 Estimating new user stories without an explicit and shared reflection on
previous estimations can lead to extreme wrong estimation
7. Improvement proposal
7.1. Treatments selection
Based on discussion of result and our explanations, we derived the following hypothe-
ses:
• H1. A non numerical scale with fewer items allow team members to allocate
better user stories to estimation categories.
• H2. Mechanisms that forces the team members to reflect on previous estima-
tions improve the accuracy of the estimations.
We declined these hypotheses into three treatments to be applied in the estimation
process of Tech Division.
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T1 Estimation unit and scale. As discussed in previous section, We observed
that less and smaller user stories were used over the course of a project. According
to the knowledge gathered, the cause is a natural tendency of estimators to handle
a few categories and that a numerical scale for user story estimation was misleading.
Therefore, we introduced an estimation scale with only five different categories (which
was the number of distinguishable story points categories in three out of four projects,
as reported in Table 3 and Figure 1d): the categories are abstract and use common
T-Shirt sizes to symbolise the amount of effort needed for the completion of a user
story. The new estimation scale discussed with the team members resulted in: S, M,
L, XL, and XXL. In addition, a ”can’t or won’t estimate“ option is available, which
displays that a user story either cannot be estimated due to the uncertainty or that
the user story is too large to be assigned to a category.
T2 Analogy-based estimation. We introduced an analogy-based estimation pro-
cess: we wanted to encourage the team to compare new user stories to already es-
timated and implemented ones. In the designed process, the developers can use the
analogy in their discussion about a user story and they are always forced to check its
estimation before finally assigning it to a specific estimation category.
T3 Estimation retrospective. Based on the success factors of Project 4 in terms
of accurate estimations, which were a problem for the other projects, and inspired by
the inspect-and-adapt principle of Scrum, we introduced an estimation retrospective,
which is used to examine the statistical over- and underestimated stories from the
last sprint. In our opinion this should recreate a learning process that helps the team
to avoid wrong estimates and improve their estimation accuracy during a project.
7.2. Metrics
To quantitatively measure the effect of the treatments and verify our hypothesis, we
decided to rely on two metrics from the set of those used in the first analysis of the
four projects. The main reason rely on the change of measurement scale from ratio
to ordinal scale (but with nominal items). In order to compute most of the metrics,
we would have had to transform the nominal scale into a numerical one, assigning for
example 1 to S, 2 to M, and so on. However, the measurements would be misleading
because in the former measurement cycle user story sizes were expressed in terms of
items of a Fibonacci scale. Assigning the T-shirt sizes to the items of a Fibonacci is
also a not a valid procedure, because the meaning of the categories in the two scales
are totally different. For this reason we opted for relying only on measurements on the
implementation times of each T-shirt size category, without regressions. The resulting
metric set is reported in Table 4.
Since we could not exclude interdependencies between the treatments, te best way
to isolate their effects would be to apply them one by one. However, due to feasibility
reasons, the preference of the company and the preference for pragmatism, we tested
the treatments in a unique cycle of experimentation. Hence, to identify and isolate
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Hypothesis Measurement
H1 - A non numerical scale with fewer
items will allow team members to al-
locate better user stories to estimation
categories
M7 Number of undistinguishable esti-
mation categories (identified through
Mann Whitney test)
H2 - Mechanisms that forces the team
members to reflect on previous estima-
tions will improve the accuracy of the
estimations.
M12 Rate of over and underestimates
M13 RE interval of over- and underes-
timates
Table 4. Summary of the treatments
the effect of each treatment, we complemented the measurement on the process with
a qualitative evaluation consisting of a short questionnaire filled at the end of an
estimation meeting, to gather the perspective of the team members. The questions
used are reported in Table 5. Given the low number of team members, we used only
descriptive statistics for the analysis.
# ID Question Answer options
Q1 ”The number and the name of the cat-
egories helped me to estimate user sto-
ries”: in which degree this statement is
true for you?
No / Only the abstract cate-
gory name / Only the number
of categories (5) / Yes
Q2 If not, why did categories did not help
you ? What could be improved ?
Free text
Q3 ”The use of comparison to reference
user stories helped me to estimate user
stories” : in which degree this state-
ment is true for you?
Likert scale from 1(Strongly
disagree) to 5 (Strongly
agree)
Q4 If not, why did the comparison did not
help you ? What could be improved ?
Free text
Q5 ”The grooming retrospective helped us
to find a good practice for our estima-
tions” in which degree this statement is
true for you?
Likert scale from 1(Strongly
disagree) to 5 (Strongly
agree)
Q6 If not, why did the retrospective not
help you? What could be improved ?
Free text
Table 5. Questionnaire at the end of the estimation meeting
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7.3. The new estimation process
Figure 3 displays the course of an estimation meeting according to modified process,
which we are going to describe through its main characteristics.
Estimation wall. For the estimation meetings we prepared an “estimation wall”,
showed in Figure 4: the center of the wall is a whiteboard, where the estimation
categories are visualised as columns where user stories, represented by post-its, can
be physically assigned after their estimation. Above the whiteboard, the description
estimation process takes place, as well as our definition of the estimation unit. Right
to the whiteboard, there is room to present information on the user stories completed
in the last sprint. The team will use it for the retrospective to identify best practices
for further estimation meetings, which will be inserted in the checklist above.
Estimation meeting - part 1 Each estimation meeting should take place in front
of the estimation wall with a computer screen visible to all team members: according
to the vision of the fast feedback cycles [22], practitioners should rely on the use of
data (interactive) visualisations for their activities. Therefore the team can use the
computer to access the original user story in JIRA and for its discussion (e.g.,to esti-
mate user story is necessary to examine the current status of the product increment).
In addition, in our process an estimation meeting begins with a retrospective, where
the development team reflects on difficult user stories that were developed during the
last sprint (e.g. very inaccurate estimates). For this purpose, we wrote an R script
which generates box plots for the implementation time per estimation category, one
each for all user stories in the project and for the user stories from the last sprint.
Moreover, the script produces a list of the last sprint’s user stories with important
pieces of information like the estimated category, the implementation time or the
number of assigned sub-tasks. In order to structure the retrospective and collect its
results, the box plots and the list of user stories are prepared on a flip chart. If the
team has identified very good estimations from the last sprint, then it tries to derive
best practices and write them on a post-it. If the team has identified a wrong esti-
mation, it can re-assign the user story to the correct category: in this way, the team
can avoid wrongly estimated user stories for future comparisons.
Estimation meeting - part 2 In the second part of the meeting the actual es-
timation of user stories takes place. Similar to planning poker the user stories are
estimated sequentially. In the beginning, the product owner presents the user story
and shares his knowledge about the requirement with the team. The team then dis-
cusses the user story in a way so that each estimator can derive an estimation for
himself. Since the estimation meeting is hold in front of the estimation wall, the use
of analogy is easier and more prominent. A common problem in analogy-based esti-
mation techniques is that often a initialization phase is needed: if there is no reference
user story in the estimation categories, no comparisons can be made. We tackled this
issue by conducting a training on the new estimation process, where we let the team
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Figure 3. The flow of an estimation meeting according to the changed process
estimate user stories from the last sprints: this helped the team not only to become
familiar with the new approach, but also provided reference user stories.
The team plays a rock-paper-scissors variant to coordinate the single estimates:
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Figure 4. Example of the estimation wall at TechDivision
each estimator simultaneously reveals to which of the five estimation categories (s)he
would assign the discussed user story by the number of fingers (s)he shows to the
group. While one finger indicates a S user story, five shown fingers stand for a XXL
user story. Additionally, an estimator can refuse an estimation by showing a fist to
the group. This indicates that the user story can not be estimated or that is too
big for the completion in one sprint. If all participants agree in their estimation,
the estimation of the user story has to be confirmed in a next step by comparing
it to already estimated and completed user stories in the according category. If the
team members vary in their estimation, the user story has to be discussed again (a
good approach might be to have the highest and the lowest estimator explain their
estimations to capture the diverging reasons). Moreover, if the estimations of the
rock-paper-scissor variant differ in two categories, it might be useful to pin the user
story between the categories and compare it to the user stories of each category.
This might help to identify which estimation might be more appropriate. After the
discussion is completed the team plays the rock-paper-scissors variant once again to
see whether it can reach a common estimation now. However, if multiple rounds do
not lead to a common estimation for a user story or if the team thinks it cannot be
estimated, then the user story has to be “refused” in this estimation meeting and
thus is not ready for implementation. Ideally, the results of the discussion and the
reasons playing into the estimation decision are noted on the post-it representing the
user story. This makes the user stories more comparable for further estimations and
might help the team to identify estimation problems during the next retrospective.
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7.4. Project hosting the experimentation
The project context in which the treatments were introduced was similar to the one
of Project 2: it was the same team developing a comparable webshop with Magento.
The efforts for the user stories in the project were first estimated in ideal hours in
a Planning Poker-like meeting. But since the team heavily underestimated the user
stories with this approach, we got the chance to introduce the estimation approach
we had designed. The project had been worked on for about 1.5 months before our
change in the estimation process was established.
We prepared the estimation wall in the room where the development team was
co-located. The definition of our estimation unit was discussed with the team and
finally presented and explained in a blog post in the company’s wiki and also added
a short description to the estimation wall.
We provide in the Appendix the same contextualisation schema built for the pre-
vious projects.
8. Experimentation results
We were able to observe seven one-week iterations that were conducted according to
the presented estimation approach. The team was constant over the time except for
one developer leaving after the second iteration. It is important to note that our ob-
servation did not start with the beginning of the project, nor could we accompany the
project to its completion due to the fact that two of the co-authors had to leave. We
participated in three of the estimation meetings and assured that they were conducted
according to the newly established process.
The qualitative analysis is based on these three estimation meetings: the descrip-
tive statistics on the questionnaire answers are reported in Figures 6, 7 and 8.
The quantitative analysis covers all seven sprints: in that period the development
team completed 34 user stories, which covers approximately half of the total course
of the project. The results are the following ones.
M7 The Mann-Whitney U test provided p-values greater than 0.05 only in compar-
isons including the XL estimation category (see Table 6 and Figure 5). Since the
XL category can be ignored due to its small sample size, the null hypothesis of
similar groups is rejected for all estimation categories. Hence, the actual effort
of the different new categories differed from each other.
M12 The rate of over and under estimates are, respectively, the following: 12 %
(4/34) and 3 % (1/34)
M13 The RE interval is 1.19 to 2.57 for overestimations, and -0.494 for the only
underestimation detected.
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Figure 5. Estimation Approach - Results of RQ3 (M6): Box plots describing the
implementation time in each story point category
M L XL XXL
S 0.0274 1e-04 0.125 0.003
M - 0.0075 0.25 0.0061
L - - 0.1924 0.004
XL - - - 0.2
Table 6. Estimation Approach - Results of RQ3: Pairwise Mann-Whitney U test for
the implementation time in the story point category
Figure 6. Question on the estimation category
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Figure 7. Question on the use of analogy
Figure 8. Question on the retrospective
9. Experiment results discussion
The quantitative analysis lead to consider two positive effects of the treatment on the
estimations.
Firstly, the implementation time of the five used estimation categories could be
distinguished very well, as the box plot and the Mann Whitney test also show. This
confirmed that the 5 items might be a sufficient number to use in a scale for estimating
user stories. However, we also observed that the category XL was used only once,
therefor we do not exclude the possibility that even 4 items could be sufficient in a
project like the one we analysed.
Secondly, the detected false estimations were not that extreme compared to the
projects in the first measurement cycle. The one detected underestimation has an
accuracy of -49.7%, indicating that it actually needed twice the estimated effort. In
comparison, we noticed an improvement from 10% to 45% with the previous projects.
The overestimations have a relative directional error between 1.19 and 2.57: this value
is at the same level with the one from project 4, which ranges from 1.33 to 2.12.
Besides these positive effects, there was a still a high percentage of wrong esti-
mations: in total, 14.7% of the 34 user stories were identified as wrongly estimated,
according to our detection algorithm. However when discussing the wrong estimations
with the product owner about the results, we discovered that one of detected user
stories could be removed from the inaccurate ones, because it was assigned the wrong
issue type in JIRA (the overestimation was actually a time-boxed technical spike).
Hence, the detection rate was 11.8% (and consequently precision of the heuristic is
80%), but still did not improve with respect to the previous projects analysed.
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The survey results showed that the team perceived the changes to the estimation
unit and scale (T1) as most useful: in all three surveys the participants agreed that
both the number of categories and the abstract name of the categories helped in
estimating the user stories. Nevertheless, one answer to the open questions identify
a potential threat in the rock-paper-scissors game: the respondent fears that the
ordinal scale of the T-Shirts sizes might be undermined by the number of fingers used
to indicate the estimated category.
The feedback on the analogy mechanisms (T2) is also considered to be useful by
most of the team members: in all three surveys, 11 of the 14 respondents agreed that
the use of analogy helped in estimation of user stories.
Finally, the estimation retrospective (T3) seems to have the smallest effect on the
results from the quantitative analysis: 70% of the respondents did not agree that the
retrospective helped to find good practices for further estimations.
Therefore, by combining the quantitative and qualitative analysis, the evidence
collected indicate that the improvements observed are mostly likely an effect of the
changes to the estimation unit and the explicit use of analogies during the estimation
process. Therefore we accept both our hypotheses, but we exclude the retrospective
meeting from the new process.
10. Limitations and future work
Although the improvements observed in the new project and the higher accuracy of
estimates, we recognize that the proportion of inaccurate estimates remained at about
the same level of the projects with the previous estimation process. We discussed this
issues with the company, and decided to devote a follow-up study on this. In this
context, and in the purpose of automating the improvement approach presented in this
paper10 we implemented an interactive visualization which displays the distributions
of the user stories implementation efforts, highlighting the outliers (according to a
different detection algorithm): the team is able to inspect the supposedly wrong
estimations, validate them and leave feedback directly on the web application. At
the time of writing, the new data analysis is ongoing. A second limitation of this
study is related to the duration of Project 5 analysis: due to research staff moving,
only half of the project could be analyzed. A third limitation is the lack of treatment
isolation (all were tested at the same time): we could not fix this threat, but by
conducting a qualitative validation on the quantitative findings we could control it.
Finally, our results cannot be generalized to other projects and companies: however
we provided in appendix a detailed project characterization that should serve as a
guide for applying the proposed improvement methodology in other companies and
compare the achieved results with ours.
10The work is part of a broader idea of tuning data analysis with fast feedback cycles from research
stakeholders. A description of the approach has been presented at the 37th International Conference
on Software Engineering in 2015, where we showed the preliminary results [22] of testing the approach
on user stories text analysis. We observed that a double feedback mechanism notably improved the
precision of the data analysis and the quality of the data gathered
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11. Conclusions
We conducted a research to understand the causes of wrong estimates in software
agile development and consequently improve the estimation process. This study was
conducted in a German company developing web applications with agile processes.
Our improvement methodology combined software data analytics (from four projects)
with elicitation of teams’ feedback, which helped us to identify the following main
issues: a tendency to use less story points and smaller stories over the course of the
projects; a non constant value of a story point; a degradation of the estimations
accuracy, with a presence of very large errors. We identified the possible explanations
for those problems and subsequently defined three major changes in the estimation
process: a non numerical scale for story points with less items; an analogy-based
estimation; retrospectives analyses on the accuracy of previous sprints estimations.
The new estimation process was applied on a new project, and we could observe a
positive effect, with an improvement of the accuracy from 10% to 45% with respect
to the previous analyzed projects.
We consider as our main contributions i) the improvement methodology to identify
and solve estimation issues in agile software development projects, and ii) the project
characterization schema that should serve as a guide for comparing further replication
of this study in other companies.
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